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The Indoor Recreational Facility Committee is
circulating petitions to determine student opinion
on the construction of a new multi-functional
recreation center.
The petitions will circulate until May 14 and
will be presented to the Board of Trustees at their
nut meeting

Group circulates

recreation facility

An
Independent
Student
Voice

SMII Vletaamese President Vaa
Deoag Mlah aaaoaaced tie ■■cos
dltloaal sarreader of Us govern
meat to the Viet Coag last night

SAIGON < API-Dodging bullets from
bitter South Vietnamese troops and
fighting off desperate civilians. Ameri
cans fled Saigon yesterday in an
armada of 81 helicopters guarded by
800 Marines and U.S. fighter planes
roaring overhead.
Communist-led troops, meanwhile,
pressed closer to Saigon and President
Duong Van Minh maneuvered in search
of a cease-fire
The helicopters landed at Tan Son
Nhut airport and on roof-tops at the
U S. Embassy compound to pick up
most of the 800 to 900 remaining
Americans and many Vietnamese
The Pentagon said in Washington
4.500 persons had been evacuated six
hours after the operation began and
that about 600 were still awaiting
pickup at the embassy.
The evacuees were ferried to
aircraft carriers in the South China
Sea

"BUT IT'S NOT just for physical activities." he
'added "The hobby center will include anything
from ping pong to pettery."
Bottonari said the building was designed to offer
something to the entire student body
"Ninety-three per cent of the students at the

STUDENTS WHO are currently freshmen and
possibly sophomores should be able to use the
recreation center before they are graduated.
Bottonari said

a government delegation met twice
during the day with a Viet Cong
delegation at Tan Son Nhut but that the
Viet Cong group said it was not
qualified to make political decisions.
Huyen said one of the demands of the
Viet Cong--the removal of Americanswas already being met and that the
demands for abolishment of the Saigon
government and the army were being
considered
President Ford ordered the airlift
after President Minh made a radio
speech ordering all Americans
assigned to the U.S. defense attache's
office out of the country within 24
hours
Stephen Sadler of Laguna Beach.
Calif . an Air America pilot who took

Student Government Association
(SGA) will begin circulating questionnaires to dormitory residents today
concerning the University's meal
coupon system.
Patricia M. Whalen. junior (A&S).
who devised the questionnaire, said it
will attempt to measure student satisfaction with the amount of coupons
they are required to buy. the quality of
food In University cafeterias and
student Interest in auxiliary food
services such as the Towers Inn and

"WE DON'T need any specific number of
signatures, but my personal goal Is 7.000 - about
half the student population." Bottonari said
The petition reads. "Bowling Green State
University is in need of a new. indoor, recreational
facility. We urge the construction of a co-educational, recreational and intramural complex,
funded by the students general fee support and
faculty staff memberships "
Anyone wishing to see the slide show or show it to
their organization may contact Bottonari at 372
2047 or 406 Student Services Bldg

■WkW

University Bursar Joseph E Martini
said yesterday that he is in favor of
increasing security at the Bursar's
Office, but is not sure if installing
closed circuit television cameras is the
best solution
The possibility of installing the
cameras was suggested last Rridsy by
University Treasurer Paul R Nusser
at a Campus Safety Advisory Panel
meeting
At the Friday meeting. Nusser cited
robberies at the Bursar's Offices at
Ohio State University and Wright State
University as reasons for increasing
security at the University
When contacted. Ohio State
University Bursar Paul DeLong and
Wright State University Bursar David
Schmaus denied that their offices had
been robbed recently.
NUSSER WAS in Columbus and was
unavailable for comment
Martini said he has consulted with
Nusser on the installation issue, but the
proposal is still in the planning stages
"We have just begun to look at
security systems. There are certainly
many alternatives and we are
considering all of them." Martini said.

Employe training and microfilming
devices also are possibilities,
according to Martini.
One of the advantages of a closed
circuit system. Martini pointed out. is
that the cost would be a "one-shot
deal"

the Harshman pancake house.
Whalan said the survey will be a
random sample of 2SC dormitory
residents. One survey will be sent to
every fifteenth room in each dorm.
The questionnaires will be color
coded Blue questionnaires should be
completed by the oldest person living
in the room and pink questionnaires
should be completed by the youngest
person in the room.
COLOR CODING is to assure that
the random sample is not affected by
the number of people living in the room

and that a random number of students
from each class will be represented,
she said.
Collection boxes will be located at
the main desks of all residence halls.
Volunteers will collect the completed
surveys next week.
Whalen estimated that data
compiled from the surveys should be
released within two weeks.
SGA coordinator of State and
Community Affairs Richard L. Parrish
said the survey is a result of interest
' shown by Bowling Green businessmen
and the Promote Bowling Green
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Mika Barmacha, a medical student visiting the
University, and Carotin Forcha, graduate assistant
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relax in the warm spring weather. (Newsphoto by
Dan Feichl)

in the English deportment, park their bikes and

SGA hears recreation plans
By Sally Arnold

"THE PRICE will probably initially
be expensive, but the cameras will only
have to be installed once. The cost will
depreciate over the years," he
explained
Martini said that he has not been
provided with an estimate of the
system's cost.
According to Martini, some of the
employes at the Bursar's Office have
expressed concern over the adequacy
of the present silent alarm system
"We're interested not only in the
money, which is insured, but in the
safety of the people involved." Martini
said.
The system now in use has worked up
to this lime, but there is a definite need
for improvement, he said.
Martini said that the move for
increased security was not a sudden
decision.
"Any operation where a substantial
amount of money is involved is
constantly reviewing its security
devices," Martini said.
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Bursar supports plans
but unsure about cameras
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Bowling Gra«n, Ohio
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off from Tan Son Nhut. said after
arrival in Hong Kong that his plane
was fired upon by South Vietnamese
soldiers but was not hit
HE ALSO said a South Vietnamese
colonel tried to ram his jeep into the
plane as it taxied, so Sadler stopped
and took the officer and 14 others
aboard
Most of the refugees have been going
to Guam. Wake Island or the
Philippines en route to the United
States
Officials on Guam, working to cut
the red tape of immigration procedures, said more than 3.000 persons
had left for relocation centers by
Tuesday, but more than 25.000 refugees
were housed in a dozen island camps

for increasing security;

4
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Proposed plans for the indoor recreational facility were presented to
Student Government Association
(SGA) officers and senators Monday
night during their weekly meeting.
A slide show revealing the conditions
of the University's existing
recreational facilities and a
comparison with facilities which could
be provided for University students
was presented to SGA by Dennis C.
Bottonari. student representative to
the Board of Trustees.
Student response is desired,
Bottonari said. He added that a
statement of support for the facility
will be circulating for students to sign
during the next two weeks
The purpose of the recreational
facility is to have as many students as
possible using it. Bottonari said.
MARY H. FRAMME, SGA coordinator of academic affairs. Richard
L. Parrish, SGA coordinator of state

Food coupon system poll planned
By Rob Arkwrtgkt

University of Illinois use their facility at one
time." be said
Illinois was one of the universities visited in
planning the facility at the University. Bottonari
said.
"The recreational facility also will increase
student employment," he explained." because
aside from a full time director, it will be manned
completely by students This will offer practical
experience to recreation and physical education
major*."
A slide show explaining the program was shown
to SGA members Monday night It will be aired on
Channel 7 every Wednesday night at 7 p.m.
"We would also like to show it before UAO
campus movies and in the dorms." he said
The petitions will be distributed after the
presentation

■me BG news

By Reaee Marawski
AMERICA'S 30-year involvement in
the Indochina war was ending in
tumultuous scenes, with U.S. Marines
and civilians using pistol and rifle butts
to smash the fingers of Vietnamese
clawing at the 10-foot wall of the U.S.
Embassy
Some tried to jump the wall and
landed on the barbed wire A man and
a woman lay on the wire, bleeding
People held up their children, asking
Americans to take them over the
fence
At the airport, angry Vietnamese
guards fired in the air and at evacuees
on buses, shouting, "We want to go,
too."
The Viet Cong and North Vietnamese
moved closer to Saigon with the
heaviest fighting reported along
Highway I, less than 10 miles from the
western edge of the capital
One officer said Saigon forces could
hold out for only a few days at best He
said the American evacuation had
caused panic among military men as
well as civilians
MANY SOUTH Vietnamese officers
and officials were fleeing as rumors
spread that Communist-led forces
would soon march on the city.
Vice President Nguyen Van Huyen
renewed calls for a cease-fire He said

"The swimming area will enable intercollegiate
swimming, intercollegiate diving and recreational
swimming all at the same time." he explained

Bottonari predicted a two year time span
between the time the project is approved by the
trustees and the opening of the facility

South Vietnam gives up;
Americans flee Saigon
BULLETIN

Faculty and staff memberships will be available
at the same cost per quarter as the general fee
increase. Guests will be admitted for a nominal
fee. Bottonari said
The proposed center is designed for two 50-meter
swimming pools, a golf and archery room, combat
area. 15 handball courts, lockers with exercise
rooms and a hobby center
A proposed convertible multi-purpose room will
include four basketball, four tennis courts, and five
volleyball courts and a six-lane track, Bottonari
said

"In order to go forward at this point with plans
for the center, we must have an expression of
genuine student interest.'' Dr Richard R. Eakin.
vice provost of student affairs said yesterday.
Estimated cost of the facility to be located in
Sterling Farm Field, is $8 3 million according to
Dennis C. Bottonari. student representative to the
Board of Trusteees and recreation committee
chairman
"With a one per cent inflation rate per month,
construction a year from now will be 89 5 million."
Bottonari said

petitions about

I

However, students will not pay for the center
until they start to use it, he said. Thirty-year bonds
will be sold and the general fee will be increased
until the building is paid off.
"It is very difficult to give cost estimates." Dr
Eakin said. "But it apppears that the (increased)
cost will be approximately 815 per quarter "

By Norm* Sleek

Committee in student opinion of the
University meal coupon system
Parrish added that the survey does
not have long-range goals of changing
the meal coupon system but seeks to
assess student opinion.
"The (University) administration
has been really helpful in setting the
survey up." Parrish added.
There will be a meeting at 7:30
tonight in the second floor lounge of the
Student Services Building for all
students interested in helping collect
the questionnaires.

and community affairs, and W
Randall Hathaway. SGA president,
attended the April 26 Chancellor's
Advisory Board Meeting in Columbus
Discussion at the Columbus meeting
concerned the budget ceiling for
general, special and instructional fees
and the role of the Board of Trustees,
Framme told other SGA members.
Doug Holmes, student body
president from Ohio Slate University,
will be testifying on the House floor
concerning the budget fee ceiling
within the next two weeks. Framme
said
Hathaway is preparing a report on
the effect of lifting the budget fee
ceiling the University This report
will be read in the House by Holmes,
Hathaway said
Mike Stinziano. i K-Columbus i.
proposed a bill for students to jiontly
fund legal service programs on the
campus. This practice is now illegal.
Framme said.
A FEE PAID during the quarter
would entitle students to legal
services, Framme said.
Preliminary committee hearings in
the legislature on the legal services
begin tomorrow, she added.
Mark E. Kerns, sophomore IA&S).
was appointed assistant representative
to the Board of Trustees Sunday night.
Julie R Ptasxek. junior (B.A.).
was appointed temporary SGA
treasurer, while Patti Jo Rood, sophomore IA&SI. was named temporary
SGA secretary. Hathaway said.
SGA vice president Montel Jennings
said he recently had a meeting with
representatives of the National Student
Coalition Against Racism (NSCAR).
He said NSCAR was instrumental in
the recent Brown University incidents
JENNINGS SAID he believes a
chapter could be formed on this
campus because biased conditions

against minority groups exist here. He
gave examples in the areas of black
housing and in budgeting
Student Senator Susan J Kloos said
she" was unsure of the results of the
recent shuttlebus survey She said only
500 surveys were returned by students
and a return of 3,000 was needed for the
survey to be valid
A problem with the survey was
reaching the off-campus students who
would use the shuttle bus. Kloos said.
Parrish said the food coupon survey
will be undertaken today During the
last meeting. SGA gave its support to
the Promote Bowling Green
Committee in that committee's efforts
to compete with University food
service
Framme
announced
that
nominations for the William T Jerome
III Award have been accepted and a
selection has been made The award
will be presented May 15 at Kaufman's
Restaurant. 163 S Main St
The award is given annually to
commemorate the past president of
the University and to recognize an
outstanding administrator
Student Senator David H. Crow I said
an SGA booth was set up in the Union
for three days last week He was not
sure of the success of the booth but is
planning on its continuation for several
days near the end of the quarter, he
said

Weather
Partly cloudy aad mild today
with a chance of showers. High (5
to 78. CoasMerable cloudiness
with a cbaace of showers ar
taaadershowers tonight aad
tomorrow Low tonight la the
apaer 48. aad lower its. High
tomorrow la the upper Ma.
Probability of precipitation 48 per
cent today sad 58 per cent toaighl.
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epiTeRiaLS
discriminatory fees
inhibit education
The recommendation by the Advisory Committee on the University
Educational Budget that the instructional fee for next year be increased
is a bad omen for students already feeling the pinch of a high cost college
education.
News that the committee has requested that "a group be established to
investigate possibilities of levying special fees for courses with high
equipment and operating costs" adds insult to the initial injury.
Fees should not be added to courses because they happen to require
different, more sophisticated equipment or additional expenses.
The University should allocate enough money to each department so
that it can offer courses without any additional financing from the
students.
If extra payments are required to enroll in certain courses, students
who cannot afford the expense may be deterred from taking a course that
interests them or that may enhance their overall learning experience.
Compulsory fee payments for specific courses are a form of
discrimination against the students.
Students who pay their educational fees should not be forced to spend
extra money for courses offered at the University.

cultural
advancement
The Advisory Committee on the University Educational Budget
recently recommended that any group funded exclusively by general fee
monies receive funds for next year at least equal to what they received
last year.
Five of the six groups that originally appealed their general fee
allocations, the Black African Peoples Association (BAPAI, La Union de
Estudiantes Latinos. Black Student Union (BSU). Black Board of
Cultural Affairs < H Hi A) and the Human Rights Alliance (HKA) will now
receive financial assistance at a level above the general fee committee's
recommendations.
The committee's recommendation is clearly a step toward greater
cultural understanding among the students of the University
For too long these student groups have suffered anonymity. With the
funds from the University's general fee they can now gain some
semblance of independence.

questions aegfa
By David Shevln
Gietl Columnist
As the Advisory Committee on the
University Educational Budget on
general fee allocations makes its recommendations, we are led with a
number of questions concerning the
entire process of fee allocations
The structure of the Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocations
(ACGFAi itself is highly questionable,
and I would like to draw attention
again to the proposals which the
Human Rights Alliance published in
The BG News in March, concerning
democratizing the process by which
fees are allocated.
It seems incongruous that deans and
faculty should sit on a committee
which assigns funds which are
specifically student funds, paid for by
the students and for the benefit of the
students.
A system by which the individual
students allocate their monies would
be far more beneficial
IN THE actions that the ACUFA
took, funding to force a merger between the Black African People's

IHI B& NIWS
An Indapandtnt Student Vont
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Association and the World Student
Association, they were clearly
dictatorial as to the cultural view they
wished to perpetrate on campus; just
as they were directive in denying furtds
or greatly reducing funding to the
Black Student Union, the Latin Student
Union. Black Board of Cultural Affairs,
and the Human Rights Alliance
In view of the process involved for
funding. I'd like to call to question the
roles specifically played by Richard
Garrett
Garrett, in addition to sitting on the
Graduate Student Senate IGSSI. also
sat on the ACGFA and the Advisory
Committee on the University Educational Budget
It might be expected that a member
of the Graduate Student Senate might,
in good conscience, disqualify himself
from discussion and voting on funding
matters pertaining lo the GSS. but in
fact. Garrett acted on these, even
introducing the motion in the Educational Budget Committee hearings to
allocate an additional fS.OOO to GSS.
To say that these actions are selfserving would minimize them, to call
them outrageous or ludicrous might
come closer to the truth, but would still
understate the case
A FOOTNOTE here is that the
motion was overwhelmingly rejected
Garrett also repeatedly pointed out
during the hearings the "limited'"
procedure of the Educational Budget
Committee to only review the groups
which appealed the ACGFA decision,
and the "political" nature of these
groups
The first procedure defends itself
handily enough Any group which
presented a budget to ACGFA was
given the opportunity lo appeal the
committee's decision
The second item, though, shows a
particular naivete on Mr Garrett's
part, which makes me doubt if he did
his homework on materials presented
to the committee
1 cannot pretend to speak for all
groups which were appealing the
funding decisions, but I can speak for
the Human Rights Alliance
HRA IS not a political party, and
espouses no set of doctrines. It is an
educational and service organization of
students concerned with human rights,
and the way that their rights are
affected by uses and abuses of power
This, of course, is constantly shaped
by the way that those weilding power
over us are affecting our lives and
conscience, and we feel that the
structure of ACGFA has shunted the
appealing groups in a sense of
promoting stasis over dialogue.
Further. I suggest that a structure
which sits M/ Garrett over the funding
of his own organization, and then the
appeal of that funding, is necessarily
violating any right of democratic
process on the part of the students of
this University.

hasty appeals decisions
By Edward Dleaer
aid Richard Garrett
(•■eit Colum-lsts
The recent actions of Ine Advisory
Committee on the University Educational Budget on general fee allocations have opened up once again the
basic issues of general fee allocation
We feel that the Committee's hasty
actions on general fee appeals has, in a
sense, opened up Pandora's box
What hasty actions'1 Due to the time
constraint placed upon the Committee
la May I deadline), its general
reluctance to deal with general fees
issues on a microscopic scale, and the
Advisory Committee on General Fee
Allocation's (ACGFA) decision not to
reconsider its general fee allocation
recommendations, the Committee
deliberated only two hours in reaching
its decision on the general fee.
ACGFA had decided not to
reconvene because it had only been
given the option of reconsidering
funding of the six appealing groups,
and not all groups, and felt that it
would be unwise

funded political awareness groups like the Ohio Marijuana Coalition, or
Common Cause •- have been
discriminated against by the
Educational Budget Committee.
NEXT YEAR, these groups ukely
will appear before ACGFA with
general fee budget requests. Due to the
Educational Budget Committee's decision to recommend binding for the
Black African People's Association,
other national, ethnic or continental
student groups should also receive
funding independently of the World
Student Association.
ACGFA. due to limited funds,
decided for reasons of consistency and
efficiency to have one world student
organization, and it was believed that
WSA fulfilled this purpose
We believe that the Educational
Budget Committee offered no overall

rationale for it general fee allocation
recommendations Its only established
guideline was a decision that appealing
groups should not receive less money
next year than they did this year This
decision did not consider one-time expenditures this year such as equipment
purchases
IN CONTRAST, ACGFA offered a
clear and consistent line of reasoning
for every allocation recommendation
and established many guidelines for
general fee allocation
The Education Budget Committee
decision to fund both the Board of
Black Cultural Activities and the Black
Student Union as separate entities will
entice other groups to split into
organizational and cultural wings
Is this duplication necessary0 Next
year may bring the formation of the
Board of Latin Student Cultural Activ-

ities, the Graduate Cultural Organization, the Undergraduate Cultural
Organization, and the Commuter
Cultural Organization, just to name a
few
To maintain consistency, all such
groups should receive general fee
funding And who will pay for this''
We hope that President Moore will
favor the predominantly student view
of student fee allocations <ACGFAi
over the predominantly faculty view
I the Educational Budget Committee)
when he makes his recommendations
to the Board of Trustees
We also recommend that, next year,
either ACGFA report directly to the
president, or that the Educational
Budget Committee have more student
representation and conduct the indepth hearing process necessary to
make these decisions.

WE FEEL that, since the
Educational Budget Committee voted
to hear general fee allocation appeals.
It should have spent more time in an indepth examination of all factors that
combined to form the ACGFA opinion.
ACGFA was very concerned with
setting precedents for future years.
This criterion was used several times
in deciding whether or not to fund a
particular budget request
The Advisory Committee on General
Fee Allocations decided that it didn't
wish to fund political awareness groups
(apart from campus governmental
units), on the basis that, it if funded
any such groups, it would have to fund
all such groups coming forward with
budget requests
AC.GFA is not the group to decide
whether one political awareness group
(like the Human Hights Alliance) is
any better than another.
We. (the authors I feel that non-

Leuera
judging critic

Happening to pick up a BG News, I
again read another dynamite review.
It always amazes me that, although
we all know that each one of us judges
a show differently, the critic writes as
if he were the last authority on earth
Personally. I don't mind if
departments are scrutinized, but I do
care about individuals I don't mean to
be philosophical, but it appears that we
spend too much time tearing
something apart and not enough
complimenting what is good.
IT MAY HAVE slipped your disk, but
this is an educational structure where
there is (usually) a continuous flow of
people-people who must start out with
relatively little experience Actors,
like writers lor accountants for that
matter), have to experience to learn
Who in the hell feels prompted to
experience when he is continually cut
down'1
Ask the 500 kids that saw the show in
Dayton Tuesday how they liked it
Maybe they should write the review
At least it would be more of an
educational review and less of a
"Broadway" one.
James Huddle
840 8th Street

teaching
takes effort
In conjunction with Exceptional
Children's Week. April 6-12. car
washes were scheduled in the Bowling
Green. North Baltimore and Otsego
school districts.
The car washes were designed to
provide the students with a learning
experience in planning, organizing and
following through on a project, as well
as to raise funds to help finance other
classroom activities and projects.
To insure the success of the car
washes, the Student Council for
Exceptional Children and the MERGE
students of the Special Education Department were approached for
assistance in providing manpower.
I find it truely amazing that only one
student out of the entire group could
find the time and be concerned enough
to come out and help the junior high
school students was cars on Saturday
April 12.1975
The lack of student response and
interest raises several questions: Are
students sincerely interested in
learning as much as they possibly can
about the student population they
intend to teach?
Do students realize that teaching
involves much more than writing
lesson plans and being in a classroom
between the hours of 8 am and 3 p.m.?
At what point are students going to
seek out and become involved in

activities which are directly related to
the profession they intend to enter''
When are students going to take
responsibility for expanding their own
educational background rather than
waiting to be spoon fed?
Perhaps it is time students began to
ponder these and other questions in
search of an answer to an even more
important question: How can they
make an earnest commitment to their
profession when they are not willing to
become involved as students'*
Barbara Wirtz
Special Education
Consultant-Supervisor
Wood County

equal chance?
This letter concerns the final results
of the 1975-1976 cheer leading tryouts
held Thursday evening. April 17
Several girls who attended both the
semi-finals and finals feel that the
judging was very non-objective and
biased At semi-finals held April 15.
fourteen girls girls were chosen for the
finals
However, a minority of the student
population protested that not enough
girls from their minority were
selected Thus the judges in an effort to
appease all < ? > chose three more of the
minority and three others to offset the
selection
OF THESE six originally cut at
semi-finals, two were finally chosen to
represent BGSU In fact, one of these
two girls did not even know the
required pom-pom routine even though
every other girl did.
We realize that everyone has their
own opinion of what is best, but how in
the hell can the judges even consider
such a girl as a cheerleader?'
The men's cheerleading selection
was a bigger farce. One contestant
went out of his way to coach and help
the other contestants - some of whom
did not know the various stunts - yet
was not selected.
However, one contestant who forgot
the required use of the megaphone was
finally chosen. Once again we feel that
partiality was shown by the judges
AT THE semi-finals, all the scoring
results were made available to the
contestants, but not at the finals - in
fact the results cannot be found. Is this
an accident judges, or do you have
something to hide?
We would like to ask whether these
judges are really compelant. Have
they had any experience with a cheerleading squad or tryouts? There is
more to cheerleading than color and a
pretty smile.
We have come up with a solution for
next year's tryouts which will be fair
and produce the same quality of talent
as this year. Just put all the girls'
names in a big hat and draw six.
This method is less time consuming
and perhaps more fair since everyone

will have an equal chance to win, which
obviously didn't happen this year
Vicki Laipply

Joy Van Auken
104 McDonald - West
Marv Orians
109 McDonald - West
Other concerned students

going to dogs
We are glad to see there are others
concerned that this University is going
to the dogs
We tip our hats to Thomas Kreneck
and his case against dogs on this
campus. We would however, like to add
some remarks to those of Mr. Kreneck
Dear dog owners, what gives you the
right to use the University's trees for
your dog chains'1 What gives you the
right to have your dogs crap on our
grass? What gives you the right to even
have dogs on campus'1
If you do not have room at home for
them, you should not own a dog It is
not fair to the dog or the rest of us.
DOG OWNERS should remember
there are thousands of other students
on this campus who would like to use
its lawns and sidewalks without
worrying about dogs, dog chains and
dog shit l We apologize now for the use
of that last word: but when scraping it
off our shoes, little else can describe
it.)
We will be willing to talk to anyone
who thinks then can justify this
ridiculous practice
Dave Donley

The Commuter Center
Shoe Scrapers

self-delusion
I easily recognize a popular fallacy
in the argument of Jill Mishins
regarding grade inflation here at
Bowling Green.
There is a genuine assumption
among many students land I wonder
how many are education majors?) that
an "A" is not indicative of learning,
and there are those who wrongfully
believe that their "earned" grade has
meaning at an institution where the
average mark is a "B".
Many students feel that it is
treasonous to the philosophical goals of
education to work for a superior grade.
I would say that an "A" is not
necessarily indicative of learning,
especially at an institution where there
is rampant grade inflation - as has
occurred in many departments at
BGSU.
What, then should an "A" indicate"
Perhaps it should show that a student
worked sufficiently to master the
material in the course. Whether he
continues to understand or remember
or make use of that material is.
frankly, his own business

IT ISN'T the fault of the university
grading system if many students learn
only enough material to make an "A"
on an exam and then never think about
what they learned for the rest of their
lives.
The question Ms Mishins addresses
to Dr Rothe . namely what difference
does it make if the superior student is
never differentiated from the average
student, is aggravating, not to mention
ridiculous
It is based on that great democratic
fallacy that we are all academic
equals No. Jill, we are not all equals
Some are indeed more gifted than
others Some work a hell of a lot harder
than others And many of the average
BG students i in this case, average is a
"B ". more or less - 2.831 hardly work
at all
Now, would you please explain to me
the democracy in giving some student
who engages in serious study only
rarely a 2 83 grade point average while
the serious student who devotes not
only hours but also intellectual energy
to his classes can only earn a 4 0 at
most.
SHOULDN'T the superior student
get an extra 2 83 points added to his
grade also, or is this compensation,
these giveaway grade points, reserved
for the "average" student
How does aryone gauge academic
excellence in an environment where
mediocrity is exalted? Where does that
leave democracy''
I have always wondered why
Americans think that everyone should
go to college. Many students have no
real aptitude for a truly competitive
college curriculum and are only in
college because it is the thing to do
Not everyone is cut out for serious
academics and it is ridiculous for an
institution to acquiesce to those who
either can not or will not measure up
I believe in the grading system
When properly used'it provides an
index for the prospective employer,
the teacher or the student himself for
evaluating achievement.
MS. MISHINS asks the professors
and administrators of this University
to start concerning themselves with
how much the student learns. Yes. it is
time that students, here and elsewhere, take responsibility for their
own education.
It is true that any evaluation, by
definition, is subjective If you want an
absolutely objective appraisal of your
learning and development as a wellrounded individual, you will never get
one. I If you did you would doubtless be
disappointed).
Ms Mishins argument is really an
attempt to rationalize mediocrity and
devalue both intellect and diligence It
would be truly unfortunate if this institution assumed that attitude
Grade inflation is merely an exercise
in self-delusion.
Vicki Leake
206 French House
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Faculty fellows project
gains limited success

newsnotes
New president
ATHENS, i APi Central Michigan University Provost
Charles J. Ping will take over Sept. 1 as president of Ohio
University, the university announced yesterday.
Ping succeeds Dr. Harry B. Crewson. an economics
professor for 25 years who has acted as interim president
since last year when Or. Claude R. Sowle resigned to
teach

By Gall Harris
The Faculty Fellows Program was initiated winter
quarter as a way for
students and faculty to
become better acquainted,
but has met only limited
success, according to
Kathryn O. Venema.
McDonald West hall
director.
Before the program
started, a committee of hall
directors distributed an
information sheet about the
proposed program to resident advisors
Dormitory residents
interested in participating in
the program picked four
faculty members they
wanted to get to know on a
personal basis.
The committee then sent a
questionnaire to faculty
members who were
suggested by the students
The faculty's responses
were paired with those of
the hall residents Each
floor then was assigned a
Faculty Fellow

Damage suit
CHARLOTTE. N.C (AP1-A federal judge denied
defense motions yesterday calling for dismissal of a SI 2
million damage suit involving former White House aide
II R Haldeman
IS District Court Judge James McMillan issued his
order without comment as he disposed of several motions,
clearing the way for attorneys to begin presenting
testimony and evidence for the defendants.
The suit was filed by 19 young persons who claim they
were illegally excluded from an Oct. 15. 1971. rally
honoring evangelist Billy Graham The rally was attended
by former President Richard M Nixon
The court yesterday also removed the national Veterans
of Foreign Wars from the litigation
Remaining as defendants are Haldeman. former White
House chief of staff under Nixon; three other White House
advance men. 11 Secret Service agents, members of the
Charlotte Police Department, and members of the local
VFW chapter

Cincinnati
COLUMBUS (API - The University of Cincinnati would
become a fully subsidized state university under a bill
introduced in the legislature yesterday
Rep James T Lukens. 1) 24 Cincinnati!, offered the
proposal that stems from UC's current financial difficulties Presently, the school is financed jointly by the
state and the City of Cincinnati
Lukens bill calls for the conversion to become effective
in 1976 The university now is seeking to have its regular
appropriations increased in the state's upcoming two-year
budget bill

WASHINGTON I API-The House is taking up two
proposals to open the Elk Hills. Calif . oil reserve to
production, a move that could lessen American oil
imports
The 46.000-acre reserve in Southern California holds
petroleum estimated to be worth more than all the gold in
Ft Knox
The bills to be debated would allow production under the
regulation of either the Interior Department or the Navy
A bill offered by Rep Alphonzo Bell. K Calif . and John
Melcher. D Mont . would transfer control of the Elk Hills
field from the Navy to the Interior Department for
commercial exploitation Profits from production would
go to the US. treasury

Military
ATHENS. Greece (API - - American and Greek officials
negotiating the future of U.S. military installations in
Greece have agreed to shut down an Air Force base and
terminate home-porting for six destroyers of the U S
Navy's 6th Fleet, a joint announcement said yesterday
The announcement, issued at the end at the end of the
second phase of the negotiations, said that those American
military facilities remaining in Greece will be placed
under Greek commanders

Welfare
COLUMBUS (API - State senators and representatives
agreed yesterday on a $20 million supplemental appropriations bill to help meet increasing welfare caseloads,
sending it to Gov. James A. Rhodes.
Senators voted mainly along party lines with majority
Democrats prevailing 21-12. Republicans objected to a
rider in the proposal requiring the Republican-controlled
welfare department - against its wishes - to maintain 12
regional offices around the state.
Senate Minority Leader Michael J Maloney. R-7
Cincinnati, said the regional offices would require the
employment of 25 to 30 new workers and cost the state as
much as 1500,000 The department said it didn't need or
want them. Maloney said

Dairif
Queen

Scrumpdillyishus
Flavor of the
Week:

BLUEBERRY
Open Mon.-Sat. til 12:00
Sun. til 11:30

She said Faculty Fellows
and their students have
viewed Charlies Chaplin
movies, held discussions on
plants and religion, had ice
cream socials and even
played sports togehter
She added Faculty
Fellows and their students
have had rap sessions about
various topics
Venema said she thought
the program was not as
successful as it could be for
many reasons
"We started it at a bad
time - mid-winter I think
we'd have had a better
chance if we had started in
the fall. " she said
She
added
that

communications broke down
between the committee
resident advisors and
faculty members
IN ORDER to get
suggestions about inproving
the Faculty Fellows
program for next year,
evaluations will be sent out
to participating students and
faculty in mid-May
Venema said she feels the
program will be more
widely accepted next fall
"That way. more R.A.'l
might want to get involved,
and fall's when people are
more enthusiastic about
these things.'' she said
The hall director said she
likes the program since it
helps to break down barriers
that may exist between
students and faculty
"Students are reluctant to
take the initiative to meet
faculty members.'' Venema
said, "but this kind of
program allows them to
initiate relationships with
faculty members ''

Volunteer progrom opens
By Willie Slaughter

Education
_K
H

Oil

VENEMA explained there
are only 12 residence hall
floors that are active in the
program Of these, only two
are in men's housing units
Although few students and
faculty members are
involved in the program,
Venema said these people
enjoy the program

Dr. traowus N. tutto, director of ih. office of leadership
Development in Higher Education American Council on
Education, Washington, D.C., spoke at a one-day conference
yesterday of Northwest Ohio administrators. His address
centered on "Leadership Development for Departmental
Chairman." (Newsphotoby JimOsborn)

The University's Center
for Continued Learning has
established a program for
people wishing to volunteer
their time to help others
The new program, known
as "Outreach." is affiliated

U.S. evacuation ended
WASHINGTON (API President Ford said
yesterday the evacuation of
Americans from Vietnam
was complete
He and Secretary of State
Henry A Kissinger joined in
asking the nation to avoid
recriminations
In a statement read by
White House Press Secretary Ron Nessen at a
nationally broadcast
briefing. Ford said removal
HI tin l s presence "closes
a chapter in the American

experience
THE BRIEFING was
postponed several times
during the afternoon until
the evacuation was
completed at about 5 p.m
EDT. 5 am today. Saigon
time
Kissinger briefly sketched
the last days before the
President ordered the
evacuation, saying the U.S.
objective was first to "save
American lives "
In addition. Kissinger
said, "our purpose was to

Workshop to feature
deaf teaching methods
The verbotonal method of teaching language and speech to
individuals with impaired hearing and to the deaf will be the
topic of a workshop Thursday and Friday at the University
The workshop is designed for clinicians, teachers and
students and will provide both academic and practical
exposure to the verbotonal technique, according to Dr.
Jeffery Danhauer. assistant professor of speech and
director of the workshop
The verbotonal method, developed by Dr Petar Guberina
of Yugoslavia, relies upon stimulation of the senses by using
low frequency amplification, residual hearing, tactile sensitivity and vibration musical and rhythmical stimulation
and body movements
Registration fee for professionals attending the workshop
is M0 Students may attend at a reduced fee of $5
For additional information and reservations persons
should call 372-0161

bring about the most
controlled and humane
solution possible "
THE SECRETARY
expressed the hope that last
minute U S diplomatic
activity "contributed to a
political solution
but this
remains to be seen "
He
noted
that
"Communist demands have
been escalating since the
military situation has
changed in their favor
SEN.
GEORGE
McGovern
iDS.D.l
suggested in a speech in
Columbus, yesterday thai
the end of involvement in
South Vietnam by the United
States might "be the beginning of more common sense
in American policy "
"1 think our involvement
in Indochina has been a
terrible drain on American
policy for many years."
McGovern told an airport
news conference
"It's been a very costly
drain on our economic
resources. I think our
involvement there has been

regarded by the rest of the
world as a mistake and they
are going to see our
departure not as the end of
credibility but the beginning
of more common sense in
American policy."
MCGOVERN. an unsuccessful presidential candidate in 1972. added that he
was "highly disgusted that
the Administration waited
so long to take the American
citizens out of there "
"Anybody with eyes to see
could have foretold what
was happening in Saigon."
he said.
Sandra Paul, coordinator
of the Ohio chapter of the
Missing in Action - Prisoner
of War group, whose son is
an Air Force captain
missing in Vietnam, told a
news conference in
Columbus that the U.S.
should make provisions for
any aid to Vietnam
"When we have to deal
with the situation about
giving money to reconstruct
North Vietnam which was
promised by Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger in the
1973 peace agreement, we
should get something in
return - our men,'' she said

with the Volunteer Action
Center (VAC! based in
Toledo VAC is supported by
the Community Chest
The purpose of Outreach
is to supply volunteers for
agencies needing helpers,
according to Sandra Wright,
educational specialist in
charge of the Bowling
Green-based Outreach
center
"PEOPLE TOO often
have stereotyped notions
about volunteer work and
tend to think it is limited to
addressing envelopes or
driving people to hospitals,"
Wright said
Opportunities for tutoring
retarded persons on a one to
one basis are available,
Wright said, in addition to
vacant nursing home
attendant positions and
other related jobs
In February a survey was
made of over 60 agencies
using volunteers in order to

ascertain the number of
positions available.
"Meaningful contributions
can be made through
volunteer work of this type,
and a person can decide if he
or she really wants to get in
a certain field." Wright
emphasized
SHE NOTED that care is
taken to insure proper
volunteer training for each
job.
"People who wanted to
volunteer their services
before had to go to Toledo
Now they can utilize a local
agency, and their talents
can be used in their own
county." Wright said.
If the program proves
successful In Bowling
Green, it may eventually receive its operating expenses
through the Community
Chest
For more information call
372-0363 or visit the Center
for Continued Learning. 194
s Main St

Campus adds parking
A new on-campus parking lot has been completed
adjacent to commuter lot five located north of the Oak
Grove Cemetery
Lot 12 was built because of the increased number of
commuter and on-campus vehicle registrations, according
to Director of Campus Safety Dale F Shaffer
"We did this on an emergency basis to accommodate this
additional traffic," Shaffer said.
After curbs are added, the cost of the stone lot will be
about $1800. Shaffer said he hopes to attain funds to surface
the new lot like lot six near the stadium.
Shaffer also said the University plans to expand lot 12 and
building an addition to the loading zone at Kreischer
Quadrangle
It also may buy parking lot four which is presently leased
from the H J Heinz Co . Shaffer added

KAPPA SIGMA
Congratulates
its New Actives
Gordy Sayre
Joe Oargan
Ray Williams
Doug Ruffner
Mike Brand

AT BOWLING GREEN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

AT BOWLING GREEN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

NOW PLAYING

HELD OVER-2nd WEEK

EVE. AT 7:15-9:30

EVE. AT 8:00

BEST ACTRESS ELLEN BURSTYN IN

WINNER Of SIX ACAKMY AWARDS

10th
ANNIVERSARY SALE

THE DEN
- EVERYTHING REDUCED NOW

HER ACADEMY AWARD WINNING ROLL

INCLUDING
•BEST PICTURE
»BEST DIRECTOR
♦BEST SCREENPLAY

ONE OF THE YEARS 10 BEST!
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THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT
AT CINEMA Ml - ADMISSION
•1.00 WITH STUDENT I.D.

Alee is 35
Her son is 12
"together
they're rumng
away from home

ELLEN BURSTYN
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON, ACE
DOESN'T UVEHWE
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COMING SOON TO B.O.

• SHAMPOO • MURDER ON ORIENT EXPRESS
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Careers week planned

Student wins 33 trophies
in individual speech events
ByMarcUCwtk

Problems and questions
concerning careers,
vocations and majors will be
dealt with in the residence
halls during this week's
Vocational
Awareness
Week
Personnel from the Placement Office. Financial Aid
office and the Center for
Continued Learning, along
with instructors from various departments, will speak
on differing topics to fit the
needs of the participating
residence halls.
Kathryn A Brock man the
program coordinator for
Founders Hall, and William
L. Perkins, the assistant hall

Philadelphia

Staff Rrpartrr

Of all the trophies silting in the office of
Dr. Raymond A. Yeager. professor of speech
and director of forensics. the majority are
there due to the talents of Denise K Burr,
sophomore i Kd )
Burr has won 33 trophies in the past two
years- 23 of which she won this year-for her
participation in the individual events which
are part of the University forensics program
Burr said Dr. Yeager told her she is the
first person at the University to compile such
a record of wins
The individual events aspect of forensics
includes about 10 different events, including
persuasion, poetry and prose interpretation,
after dinner speaking and salesmanship.
Burr explained Each participant can
compete in any number of events.
Though she competes in many events. Burr
said her favorite is persuasion
The subject Burr is basing her persuasive
speech on this year is the free press versus
the fair trial problem She takes the stand
that pretrial publicity published by
newspapers can affect the outcome of a trial
Burr said she uses the same basis speech
for each tournament, revising it according to
suggestions on the ballots she receives in
each tournament
"You can't write a perfect persuasion
speech on anything overnight.'' she said
Burr took first place in persuasive
speaking at the state forensic tournament
held in March at Heidelberg College This
win allows her to compete in the interstate
tournament this weekend at Bradley University in Illinois, one of the oldest oratorical
events in the nation.
She also won superior ratings in persuasion
and informative speaking at a national
tournament sponsored by I'i Kappa Delta,
the speech honorary, over spring break in

Besides persuasive speaking. Burr said she
enjoys informative speaking along with
poetry and prose interpretation.
Burr said she prefers doing humorous
material to serious material in poetry and
prose interpretation.
One source Burr uses for her humorous
material is "Sadie Shapiro's Knitting Book"
by Robert Kimmel Smith The book tells
about the residents of the Mount Eden Senior
Citizens Hotel and a character named Sadie
Shapiro who tries to persuade the hotel
manager to institute a jogging program.
"It takes a different view of old people and
their philosophy about life." Burr said about
the book
This is Burr's fourth year in forensics. She
became interested in debate because her
older sister was on the debate team in high
school, she said
She said she was able to continue
participating in individual events when the
University revived this aspect of forensics
last year for the first time in over 10 years
under the direction of Dr Yeager
Burr is coached by Carolyn Hoffman,
graduate assistant in speech, who describes
her protege's progress as phenomenal.
"Of any individual I've ever worked with,
she's probably one of the most enthusiastic
and talented individuals." Hoffman said.
Burr said tournaments mean a lot to her.
so she puts a lot into them
"I really believe that with anything you
want to be good in, whether it's forensics or
athletic events, you have to dedicate a lot of
time and effort to it." she said
Burr, a speech major, said she would like
to coach forensics and teach on the college
level some day She said she thinks she will
stay in forensics while she is at the
University
"I think it's hooked me." she said

SUMMER JOB
OPPORTUNITIES

INTERVIEWS TODAY ONLY:
WED. APRIL 30
1:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.

By Raidl Weaer
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About 121 students at the University are
enrolled in the Reserve Officers Training
Corps (ROTC) in both Army ROTC and Air
Force ROTC. according to enrollment
figures at the detachment.
Why?
A survey taken by one-third of the students
in both aspects of ROTC showed the majority
of students are in the ROTC program
because of the opportunities, benefits and job
security offered in the armed services
Other answers ranged from military
science (MSI as a hobby to joining ROTC by
mistake.

ton

Senate investigates
baby-buying ring

MAURY Z. Levy, editorial director of "Philadelphia
Magazine" said one of his staff members who did volunteer
work at a local pregnancy testing and counseling clinic told
him that some lawyers were often seen outside the clinic's
offices and that they "had approached a number of young
women who'd gone in for pregnancy counseling, trying to
persuade them to keep their babies until term, then to give
them up for adoption.
"Their means of persuasion were very blunt and very
green," Levy said "They were offering money, as much as
$10,000 for a baby They, in turn, would sell the baby to
someone else, usually turning a profit of between $5,000 and
$10,000."
Levy said his publication's investigation led to people in
Miami who were shipping babies out of state if the price was
right

Mutl »• Hold Work.r
Mutt B« Abla To Ralocata for Entire Summer
Mult B. AbU To Mak* Own Dacitiani

River Room
3rd floor Union

HE SAID certain lawyers in Florida were operating
"what amounted to stud farms, places where young girls
would be given money to carry unwanted babies, places
where young girls were paid to be inseminated.
"We learned of a network, a baby-buying connection that
ran through Texas and Mexico and sometimes as far away
as South America." Levvsaid.

TONIGHT - 5-9 P.M.

SPAGHETTI

"I GOT INTO it by mistake 1 learned
about it my freshman year at pre-reg and I
needed two more hours The choices were
either military science or health MS is the
history of the military so I signed up for it. 1
wanted to see what it was all about." stated
Robin Quintrell, sophomore (Ed.). "1
learned to like it. '
One of the advantages of being in the
ROTC program, according to MSG Gary E.
Nystrom, is that for the last two years of
ROTC (after signing a contract with the
armed services! the student receives $100 a
month from the government
Graduates of ROTC programs join the
armed services as an officer with a starting
pay (for zero years of service I of $799 62 a
month ($9,595.44 per year) Starting pay for
an enlisted man at zero years service is
$144.10 a month ($4,129 per year).
Officers are granted pay increases at
regular program intervals of one to two
years and can continue in service schools at
no cost.
■ Officers can retire after 20 years in the
service with a guaranteed 50 to 75 per cent
active duty base pay for life.
THE STUDENT who joins a ROTC
program and graduates at age 20 can go into
the services, retire at age 40 with a
guaranteed wage for life and go into a
business with the training the armed
services gives him
Reasons why a particular student joined
Army ROTC or Air Force ROTC varied
Students said they joined Army ROTC for
leadership challenges, working with people,
"just admire the Army or something" or bad
eyesight.

with fresh garlic bread
(Weather Permitting)

East Poe Road - Phone 372-2674
SEASON MEMBERSHIPS NOW ON SALE
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BGSU Students
Faculty & Staff
Public

$ 50.00
$ 75.00
$150.00

MOUSTACHE MONDAY - 8-12 p.m.
11 oz. schooner Pabst
20 oz. schooner Pabst

DISCOUNT
PRICES

3GSU Students
All Others ....

*
*
*
*
*
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TUESDAY-LADIES NIGHT
LADIES DRINK FOR HALF PRICE

WALLBANGER WEDNESDAY - 7-10 PJ1
TALENT THURSDAY
ANY AND ALL WELCOME!! TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY
9 P.M.-2 A.M. "DYNAMIC ENTERTAINMENT"

LEO PERKINS

HAPPY HOURS 4-9 DAILY

$

- ALL SEATS -

1j

HELD OVER!
7:15-9:15

ANOTHER WEEKOFTHR1LLS!
• CAUGHT IN A WORLD WHERE THEY DON T
•
BELONG 'HE "HAVE TO ESCAPE'

WALT DISNEY
PRODUCTIONS
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Wttkwds

$2.00
$4.00

$T55
$5.00

STUDENT PLAY WELCOME!

*

HARVEY WALLBANGER SPECIAL

*
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ONE STUDENT surveyed. Bob Harr.
freshman i B A I dropped out of the program
during winter quarter of 1975
"I didn't feel like I fit in. people either
really were gung-ho or nothing A lot of
people just acted like there's nothing else but
the program For me. it was just one more
thing I was doing and for the others it was
their whole life I just couldn't get into that
"I couldn't stand being trained in any kind
of military thing It was okay for a while-it's
really good if you're into that kind of stuffbut I just didn't like it." Harr said.

-
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DAILY SPECIALS

"IT'S DIFFICULT to walk around and be
stared at I'm not a freak." stated Arlene
Dunn, freshman IHCS)
According to Barb Kearney, senior (Ed I
the Air Force is only interested in pilots and
is prejudiced against females (women aren't
permitted to fly). She also said the Air Force
sends people to detachments as commanders
"like they were being put out to pasture. 1
don't think any of them volunteer for it."
About half the students plan to make the
armed services a career A majority said
they would not have enlisted unless'there
was a war or a draft
"I'd go in as an officer or not at all."
several students stated
Only four of the students surveyed come
from "service" families where at least one
parent was in the armed services as a
career

ECHNICOLOR

GREENS FEES SCHEDULE
Wttkdays

1628 East Wooster Street
presents

"1 COULDN'T fly or anything because of
my eyes so I elected the Army," stated Mark
Scheid. sophomore i Ed.).
Most reasons for joining Air Force ROTC
were invariably the same
"I wanted to fly." stated Jeff Reech.
senior (B A I
Becky Harbaugh. senior (Ed I said. "1
never considered the Army-they just don't
appeal tome "
Other students said they considered the Air
Force more prestigious, takes more
intelligence and said they thought the image
was better than the Army's.

(Family Plans Also Available)

Ph. 352-7571

HOWARD JOHNSON
RESTAURANT

A spin off from Vocational
Awareness Week is a Life
Planning Workshop which is
scheduled for May 18 at
Founders Quad
Information concerning
times and places for this
week's speakers are avail
able in the residence halls
and all activities are open to
University students

"The Air Force didn't give me what I
wanted." stated Norman Stiles, junior <Ed>
"They were more into flying planes and not
working with men "
"The Air force is too technical; I like to
deal with people." Mark Fuller, sophomore
(A&Sl.said

CiLi

BGSU GOLF COURSE

sorry, no delivery
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: $1

NOW OPENI

99
1004 S. Main, B.G.

A MAJOR part of Voca
tional Awareness Week was
yesterday's opening of the
Hamrac Room in the Counseling Center
Hamrac
stands for Hear About
Majors. Read About
Careers The room will
contain tapes and books

concerning majors and
careers
On Tuesday afternoon in
the Hamrac Room, a
counselor will be available
to answer any questions
The Hamrac Room will be
open Monday • Thursday.

Reasons for enrolling
in ROTC program vary

WASHINGTON I API - A panel of newsmen have outlined
to a Senate subcommittee the operations of baby sellers that
include lawyers offering up to 110,000 for infants to unwed
mothers receiving pregnancy counseling
The testimony came in the first of two days of hearings by
the Senate children and youth subcommittee which is
probing independent placement of infants by doctors and
lawyers.

AVER: $2000.00

director of Kohl, scheduled
the activities for the Vocational Awareness Week
Brockman said tbat
residence halls requested
speakers and all halls.
except for Rodgers Quad
had at least two or three
activities planned for the
week

THE GRAPE ESCAPE
SATURDAY WINEMAKING CLASS
• INTRODUCTION TO WINE & WINEMAKING
• TABLE WINES FOR THE HOME WINEMAKER
• "BARLEY" WINES
&
>
• SPARKLING WINES
• DISCUSSION AND REVIEW OF CLASSES
• THIS SEMINAR WILL BE MAY 10th BEGINNING AT 9 AH
• THE GRAPE ESCAPE WILL NOTIFY YOU AS TO THE LOCATION
• BRING YOUR OWN LUNCH - 'BEVERAGE' WILL BE SUPPLIED BY THE 'GRAPE ESCAPE.'
COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE GIVEN IN THE METHODS OF HOME WINE MAKING
THE TOTAL COST OF THIS ALL DAY SEMINAR IS ONLY $15.00 (20.00 IF YOU WISH TO

DELTA UPSILON
FRATERNITY
Congratulates
1st SIGMA PHI EPSIL0N
2nd ALPHA SIGMA PHI
3rd BETA THETA PI
1st ALPHA XI DELTA
2nd GAMMA PHI BETA
3rd PHI MU
and thinks to:

BRING A FRIEND.)
JUST SEND YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS ALONG WITH REGISTRATION FEE TO-.

~
A

6 P.M.-9 P.M. MOIt-FRI.
9 A.M.-6 P.M. SAT.

THE GRAPE ESCAPE
332 S. MAIN
BOWUNC GREEN, 0W0

D.U. LITTLE SISSES
UNIVERSAL SOUND CO.
BUGS - ANNOUNCEMENTS
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Terrorist surrenders
JOHANNESBURG. South
Africi (AP)--A South
African security guard took
21 persons hostage in the
Israeli consulate, killed
three persons and wounded
37. then surrendered early
yesterday after a 21-hour
siege, authorities said.
David Protter. a 26-yearold Jew who fought for
Israel In the 1973 ArabIsraeli war. said he had a
grievance against the Israeli
government He said he
wanted to be flown to Israel

to talk to Premier Yitzhak
Rabin
First police reports said
six terrorists had taken over
the fifth-floor consulate
Monday Officials said they
did not correct the report
until after Protter
surrendered because he
threatened to kill all the
hostages if it became known
he was acting alone
Armed with
three
revolvers, two submachine
guns and some hand
grenades. Protter hid inside
the consulate before dawn

local briefs

Monday He launched his
takeover by telling each
staff member arriving for
work that he was conducting
a security exercise and
locking him up.
When his Israeli superior,
security officer Giora
Raviv. objected. Protter
shot and killed him.
authorities said
One of the other men
killed was a South African
employe. Edwin Malpo. The
third victim, whose body
was found in the consulate,
was not identified

Business talk
A businesswoman will describe her professional
experiences and background at noon tomorrow at the
Center for Continued Learning. 194 S Main St
Barbara Smith of Pemberville. a University graduate,
sells and services audio-visual equipment for the BorgWarner Co.
Her presentation is part of the continuing Lunchtime
Conversations Series Anyone attending the lecture may
bring a brown bag lunch
Next week the guest speaker will be Linda Smith,
director of the Wood County After Care Program

Student gov't

March unemployment raises

There will be a meeting for all students interested in
forming an alternative to the Student Government
Association iSGAi at 9 tonight in the Taft Room. Union
Major topics discussed will be how general fee money is
spent and the funding of student interest groups on a nonpolitical basis

jobless number by 14,000
COLUMBUS I API -Ohio s
jobless rate crept upward in
March to 8 4 per cent of the
civilian labor force, the
Bureau of Employment
Services said yesterday •

The Youngstown-Warren
area recorded the largest
increase in weekly earnings
and hours of the eight
metropolitan
areas
surveyed in the report

An additional M.OOO
Ohioans were added to the
unemployment ranks in
March, raising the total to
449.000 from 435.000 in
February, the report said

Manufacturing production
workers grossed 1240 01 for
a work week of 38 9 hours in
March -up S8 and 1 2 hours
from February

Factory employment in
the state was down less than
one per cent in March, the
report said
BUT FACTORY workers
took home an average of
H 50 more a week in
earnings compared to
February and the average
work week was fractionally
longer

Rec facilities

agricultural industries went
up in seven metropolitan
areas

A slide presentation on the University's present
recreational facilities and of outstanding facilities around
the country is available to various campus groups through
the Indoor Recreational Facilities Committee
Groups interested in the slide show should contact
Dennis Bottonari by May 14 at one of the following
numbers 372-2047. 372-2951 or 372-4455

CINCINNATI, with a 9
per cent increase in wage
and salary workers, headed
the list, followed by Youngstown-Warren with .7 per
cent and Toledo with 5 per
cent

CANTON. Columbus, and
Toledo also noted increases
in weekly earnings and
hours for factory laborers

Only Akron, with 251.000
wage and salary workers in
March, experienced a dropdown fractionally from the
month-earlier figure.

In Cincinnati and Cleveland, pay went up but the
average number of hours
dropped
slightly or
remained unchanged
The report said March
wage
and
salary
employment in non-

The
Bureau
of
Employment Services said
the overall unemployment
rate for Ohio nearly doubled
between March 1974 and
March 1975-from 52 per
cent to 9 4 per cent of the
civilian labor force

Charity hike
The Student Council for Exceptional Children (SCEC)
will sponsor a 20-mile hike beginning at 8 am. Saturday at
the Union Oval.
Each hiker should obtain sponsors who will pay a certain
amount of money for each mile the hiker walks. The
money, which will be collected after the hike, will be used
for exceptional children
Interested persons can contact Don Fisher at 352-6072 or
meet with the SCEC dormitory representatives.

Symposium
A Marathon Oil Co. representative will be the featured
speaker at a symposium on petroleum energy here
tomorrow.
Dr. Fred H. Poettmann, manager for commercial
development at Marathon, will speak on "Applications of
New Technology in the Petroleum Industry; Tertiary Oil
Recovery" at 3 p.m. in 112 Life Science Bldg
A University faculty panel discussion on petroleum use
and recovery will follow Dr Poettmann's presentation
Students wishing to submit questions in advance should
contact Dr Thomas B Cobb, Research Services Office.
100 Graduate Center, or phone 372-2794
The symposium, sponsored by the University chapter of
Sigma Xi. a national society for the encouragement of
scientific research, is free and open to the public.

FDA questions complaints
concerning food surprises
TOLEDO
(APi-How
about a bowl of sugar
frosted rope for breakfasf
Or a peanut bolter and
roach sandwich for lunch1
Or some apple pie fortified
with a steel bolt (or dessert0
Such unreal, unpalatable
concoctions represent some
of the real surprises that
consumers
present as
complaints to U S Food and
Drug
Administration
officials.
Investigators for the
Toledo office, which serves
13 northwestern Ohio
counties, said they receive
about five legitimate
complaints
a week
Complaints range from
"breaded cardboard" to a
dead mouse in a box of
raisins

HOWEVER, incidents of
tainted food products are
rare, said FDA investigator
Gary
Reynolds
"Most
often, the complaints are
unique one thing in one can
of one product."
And cases of legitimate
food poisoning, those in
which the product itself is to
blame, also are rare, said
George Barber, a food
inspector.
"Most complaints of
illness may be improper
preparation or storage of
food, or simply that the
consumer is just plain ill."
Barber said
However, each complaint
is investigated, the Toledo
office said
Consumers are reminded

it is important to retain the
box or can with lids when
filing a complaint so that the
code numbers on the
packaging can be checked

1975
Holly Hobby
Mother*
Day
Plates
NOW IN STOCK

$495

hrsey's Drugs
111 Railroad St.
"By the Tracks"

Before the stay was
granted, the networks had
been ordered to submit to
Kelleher a series of
questions they wished to ask
former Ally Gen William
B
Saxbe.
now U.S.
ambassador to India
ROBERT S. Rifkind of
New York, an attorney for
CBS. said after Monday's
court order that the
networks would submit the
inquiries promptly
The questions are
designed to buttress the
networks' argument that the
suit is tainted by unconstitutional political motives.

Four probates of Kappa Alpha fti
ceremony ( New .photo by Ed Suba).

WASHINGTON (AP)-A
House subcommittee voted
unanimously yesterday to
extend the Appalachian
Regional Commission lor
four years
Created in 1965 to funnel
antipoverty funds to
economically depressed
Appalachia. the 13-state
commission goes out of
existence on June 30 unless
renewed by Congress.
The economic development subcommittee of the

The suit is virtually
identical to one filed against
the netwciks during the
administration of president
Richard M Nixon
It charges that the
networks have excluded
from prime time all entertainment programs except
those in which they own an
interest

House
Public
Works
Committee approved the bill
in less than 10 minutes of
debate
IT ALSO voted to extend
certain highway programs
administered under the 1965
Appalachian Regional
Development Act through
1980
These programs,
aimed at producing a 2.685
mile Appalachian highway
system,
are currently
funded through 1977
The panel also voted to
pump more federal dollars
into-the highway programs$300 million a year, about
twice the current rate ol
spending
The bill now goes before
the full Public Works
Committee
Donald W
Whitehead. federal co-chairman of the commission, said
the quick action on the bill

by the subcommittee leaves
him optimistic that
Congress will vote at least a
four-year extension for the
program.
EARLIER legislative proposals had only called for a
two-year extension for this
holdover "Great Society"
agency of the Johnson
administration
The bill approved by the
panel resembles legislation
supported by the Ford
administration, but does not
contain some proposals
sought by the President
For example, the administration bill sought to
increase the federal level of
funding for the highway
system lo 90 per cent, with
the state picking up the
remaining 10 per cent-the
same formula now used in

Congratulations

ABORTION

*125»

TOLL FREE 9 A.M.-10 P.M.
8-800-438-3710

ritual

lecture

KAPPA SIGMA
Congratulates
Its New Pledges
Jim Schnieder
Mike Radulovich
Brendan Koch
Jack Bindel
Tracy Behrman
Dave Belden

DOMINO'S

constructing the interstate
highway system
The current formula for
the Appalachian system,
which is only about half
complete, calls for the
federal government to put
up 70 per cent, the states the
remaining 30 per cent.
The
subcommittee
decided not to tamper with
that formula

Rev Donald Heintschel. a Toledo priest and lormer
president of the Canon Law Society of America, will speak
on "The Church. Today and Tomorrow" at 7.30 p.m. May
18 at the annual Newman Lecture in Si. Thomas More University Parish, 425 Thurston St.
The program is free and open to the public

today is WFAL
balloon day!

*••••*•••••••*•*•*••**••*

LASALLE*S
JCOLLEGENIGHTSALEJ
IS COMING
MO p.m.
THURS. - MAY 1,1975
•••••••••••••••••••••••••

KAPPA SIGMA BASKETBALL TEAM
for taking second place at

Ohio State

Steve Leonhardt
Rick Isner
Marty Early
Bob Cambell
Steve Zahorvjko
Dan James

engage

Appalachian help to continue

High court rebuffs media
WASHINGTON i API-The
three major
television
networks, rebuffed by the
Supreme Court, will resume
their efforts to show that an
antitrust suit against them
stems from a government
move to intimidate the news
media
On Monday, the high court
dismissed an appeal by CBS.
ABC and NBC from a
decision of U S District
Judge Robert J Kelleher in
Los Angeles permitting the
government to pursue the
suit.
The court's action dissolves a stay which had been
issued by Justice William O
Douglas holding up all
proceedings in the case

Ritual

and to the brothers for
their Great Effort

in the Bike Race
GOOD LUCK BROTHERS
in the BETA
Get psyched for the

SUN-DECK PARTY
Your Little Sisses

WELCOME CUBS
to the Lions Den!
Carol Dillon
Kim Hall
Count Golightley
Cindy Neibel

The ADPi Sisters

ANNOUNCES EVERY WEDNESDAY!

2 FREE COKES *•«*« WITH THE
PURCHASE OF EVERY PIZZA

352-5221

f
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'Where Thrifty Shopping is a PktUU*

Great Scot.
MltNDir FOOO $TO*IS

Nurses collect old TV stomps

IF YOUR TOTAL FOOD BILL
WAS LESS LAST WEEK,
YOU PROBABLY BOUGHT YOUR
GROCERIES AT

By Reacr Mura wski

interest in singing
"You can hear some patients singing old songs, hymns or
other soothing music all the time." Arras explained

Unwanted Top Value (TV) Stamps could brmu a little
music into the lives of mental patients at Toledo State
Hospital
Nurses at the hospital are asking (or stamp donations in
order to get record players (or the patients, according to
Joan Arras, an administrative specialist (or Faculty Senate,
who visited the hospital recently
"These people don't have anything but an old television
set." Arras said, adding. "They don't even look at it They
just sit with their heads hanging all day long."
Arras said that the nurses decided to explore music as a
theraputic device when they noticed patients with an

GREAT SCOT!

ARRAS said that many cities have discontinued issuing
TV stamps and some people have collected these stamps
over the years and are now unable to redeem them
Any canceled postage stamps < with about one-half inch of
paper around themi and phonograph records also are
accepted by the nurses
All contributions can be sent to Arras' office. 106
Graduate Center
I'm sure these patients will be able to (eel the love
generated through the music." Arras said

1
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40 Silly

41 "Thus - Zarathustra"
42 Agent of annoyance
44 Showered
45 Short sleep
4<*> Warning device
47 Hawaii's state
flower
65 Florence's river
5<» Malted
57 Shade
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32
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37
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Nurse shark of
the Atlantic
Former German
coin
Turnstile sign
Retired
Sound of derision
Bandicoots
DOWN
Pretty child
Mine: Fr.
Defoe heroine
Many-sided
figures
Indulge in petty
theft
Kgg-shaped
College student,
for short
Shoe or family
Heroin? of
Roland's "The
Romanrers"
Sum. in "Pickwick Papers"
Satan's work
Dry
Salver
River or state
Prayers
Religious l.-.lll.Arabian
chieftain
Saltpeter
Decorate
Actress Bancroft
Actor I.loyd
Slanted, as a
ship's funnels
Mooed
Set up itinerary
Feet, in prosody
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38 Yesterday's
bachelor girl
40 Type styft: Abbr.
41 Hindu garment
4.1 Incursion
44 Actor Bedford
4l> Man on the road
47 One type of epic
writing
48 Zodiac sign
4(1 Status quo —
50 Common conjunction.
51 Headwear for an
angel
62 The hip ioint
53 Tart of BTU
54 Theatrical scenes

31

'
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Humid
Mails, in
Margate
Author Morris
Melville novel
Creamy white
Always
Lounge about
Coat part
Relative of the
franc
Flower for May
Phrase
Butter used in
India
Time of day:
Poet.
Contemporary of
Cezanne
Fatherly
Kind of aeiids in
proteins
Jeans
(.old in Granada
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Dress style
Cabbage salad
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ADPi Sisters

Wednesday. April 30.1975
Physical Activity tenter lor Kvervunel'lub meeting Km 204 Haves
Hall. 5pm
Freddie's Flock meeting 2nd door east hall. Memorial Hall. 8 p m
Israeli Dance instruction offered to all interested persons Km 106
Women's Building. 7 30 p in
tia> t'nion meeting Km 113 Bus Adm Bldg 8pm
Active Christians Today Bible study 603 (lough St 8pm
LOST AND FOUND
LOST Grad Ass . C Booby If
found please return to Rm 557
Ed Bldg REWARD
LOST Ladies gold Wittenhaver
watch-brown dial setting
Please call 13184 REWARD
LOST
Silver watch
Near
Harshman or St Thomas More
372-5587

bdrms . 2 baths, call Jim 352
8424 after 8 p m
Band needed for wedding Play
various tvp« of music Call 352
0107
PERSONALS
The Alpha Xi's are proud to
congratulate Jill on making
cheerleader

nMftien

the

DTD's Thanx for a super lea
We had a real "tuff lime' The
ADPis
The ADPis sav get psyched for
the Beta 500 and good luck lo
all'
Ron Sixty zillion congratu
lations on your activation'
Love. Pam
INTERESTED IN NO-FRILLS
LOW COST JET TRAVEL lo
Europe. Africa. Middle East.
Far East al minimum cost,
maximum
flexibility and
minimum hassle'' For information call EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS toll-free c800i 233
5560

Phi Mu's Thanx for a great lea
Fnoay" the Betas

Freddie Falcon applications
available in Rm 405 Student
Services Due April 30.5 p m.

HELP WANTED

Get psyched'' The 12th Annual
Beta 500 Is 4 days away'"

Who is Paddy Murphy?' I?

Need 6 manager trainees lo
train as vou earn monev
PARTTIMK Ph 352-5689 for
interview

Thanks for a great win to Oscar.
Susie, and Judy' The trike race
had a great finish' Love The
Xis

SERVICES OFFERED

The Alpha Xi's are so pleased
with their great new fourteen

LOST Gold wrist watch Westclock Please call Barb 372 4086

Experienced tvpist very reasonable 352 4589
Abortion Information Service
starling rate 8125 Clinic very
close to area 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by licensed
certified gynecologist. Modern
techniques and finest facilities
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle Call
collect. 24 hour service 1-2166311557
Decisions'' Need to talk'
Emotional and Material Pregnancy Aid. 352 6236

Students needed to fill 4 man
apartments at Campus Manor
for Fall school year 352 9302 or
352 7365 evening!
Subleaser I f Greenvie
Util paid 352-6791
Needed

Apu

BLACKS
•
WOMEN
ANYONE'
Learn
about
relevant'' literature Take Fr
260. French Women Writers in
Translation'' i3 cr > next fall
iW. 1-3. F 3> and or RL 2d.
Black Poets in Translation ' (3
cr i spring quarter i MWR 11
Counts toward humanities
requirement or as an elective
NO-PREREQUISITE No need
to know a foreign language
Instructor.
Dr. Jams L
Pallister
A tea with the SAE's - What a
great way to introduce our
pledges into the greek system
Thanks vou guvs' Love. Alpha
Xi's

FOR SALE

turnished air conditioned and in
excellent condition
Tenants
only pay the electric Set up for
4 persons Only 2 vacancies left
for fall 865 00 per person per
month
521 EAST MERRY Less than
one block from campus 2
bedroom, furnished, air conditioned and in excellent condi
lion Tenants onl> pay the
electric Set up for 4 persons
Only one vacancy left for fall
$96 00 per person per month
FOR SUMMER 4 vacancies
828 50 per person per monlh. or
a total of 1275 00 for the entire
summer For more information
call Newlove Really 353 7381
2 bdrms util paid close to
campus 1220 E Wuoster 352
3756
1 bedroom apartment $150 mo
Pinehurst Apartments Brand
new 220 Napoleon Rd 352-1460
Now leasing for June 1 1 bdrm
apis
Pinehursl Apts
220
Napoleon Rd 352 1460

Kawasaki 900 Honda 750. 3525343

Deluxe Ig 3 rm fur apt avail
June 15 Close lo umv Ph 352
5889

66 Pontiac Convertible depend
able transportation asking 8400
372-5791

2 bdrm furnished apt to sublet
next vear Haven House 352
0864

Must sell 1 yr old Black *,- while
female Siberian Husky with
blue eyes Good markings
House broken Family pel Call
352 0406

APARTMENTS - 2 bedrooms,
furnished 352-4671

AKAI-GX-370D reel lo reel. 2
mikes Must sell. 703 Second St
Apt 6Bafter4pm
74 Vega GT Hatchback. 4 spd .
deluxe interior. After 5. 353
0964
AR turntable with Shure
M91ED cartridge 352-7023

Flaming 14 congratulate XItrikerson victory Saturday

Garrard SL72B changer.
Sherwood S7100A receiver. 2
Electro voice ETR 14 speakers
Greg 353-4531
'

Peg Congrats on winning the
Woman's International Sailing
trophy Keep up the good work

824

FOR RENT
SIXTH

2

bedroom.

Ell apt for sublet lor summer
util paid Call 352 1030
2 bedroom apartments near
Towers
Fall rates for 4
students Summer rates for 2.3.
or 4 students 351-7365
Rooms near campus Fall and
summer rentals 352-7365
1 bdrm apt summer qtr
8185 mo Will sublet 8155 mo
352 8109 or 822-4924 collect
Own room in big'house avail
immediately $50 mo 248 S
Summit
Summer apts Call Maurer 6
Green Rentals for a variety of
apts with excellent location
Prices range from $80 mo 352
0717
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Stickers battle tough Kenyon
By Pele Eeglckart
Suit Writer
It is an unwritten tradition
that the week before
Bowling Green plays
archrival Denison every
Falcon stickers' thoughts
are preoccupied with visions
of downing the Big Red
But this year BG will have
to temporarily place those
ideas aside until it battles
Kenyon College at 3:30 p.m
today at Doyt L Perry
Field

For the Falcons to
overlook the Lords would be
a foolish oversight. Coach
Bill Heiser's laxmen are
currently 8-1 overall and 5-1
in the Midwest Lacrosse
Association iMLAl. Their
only lots was an 8-5 setback
to Denison
BECAUSE OF the caliber
of Kenyon's team and the
fact that they are still in the
MLA title picture. Falcon
coach Mickey Cochrane
hopes his squad is not taking

the Lords lightly
"They're probably the
best team in the league right
now team-wise.'' Cochrane
said. "They play extremely
well together as a unit and
are a very opportunistic
team '
The Lords are second to
Bowling Green in the least
amount of goals allowed this
year in the MLA Goalie
George Parker and defenseman Joe Szmania anchor the
Lord defense

Parker is currently the
MLA s top goalie with 93
saves against only 20 goals
Szmania. a second-team allleague choice last year, led
a Kenyon defense that held
the Falcons to only 37 shots
in last year's contest. 12 less
than their yearly average
On the attack, the Lords
boast veteran Eric Mueller,
a second team all MLA pick
last year, and Bob Samit
Mueller scored three of
Kenyon's goals in last year's
12-6 loss to BG. Also counted
on to help offensively is twotime all-league midfielder
Kevin McDonald
Despite the impressive
personnel and credentials
Kenyon brings into today's
contest.
Cochrane
emphasized the need for his
squad to play its brand of
lacrosse.
"THE KEY IS for us to
establish our style of play
rather than wail for the
other team to determine
what the game is going to
be." Cochrane said
"Kenyon has some good
key personnel at different
positions." he continued
"We just have to be ready to
respond to whatever a team
throws at us "
Cochrane is hopeful that
his veteran squad can react
quicker today than in last
Saturday's 11-8 victory over
Ashland, a game the
Falcons won despite being
whistled for 17 penalties
"Most of the fouls were
stick fouls which indicates
we were late in reacting and
not using our bodies."
Cochrane said "But that
doesn't bother me as much
as the lack of composure in
which we accepted them.''
Cochrane said he thinks
the disciplined styles of play
the two teams employ,
coupled with the fine
defensive units,
may
produce a low-scoring game
today However, he does not
think the Falcons are
looking past Kenyon in anti
cipation of Saturday's

Falcon lacrosse, midfielder Matt Kenny smashes Michigan
I
jfTTICUf!
A

State's Stan Ludwig in an attempt to free the ball from his
opponent in atlion lait week. The BG stickers ho»t Kenyon ol
3:30 p.m. today at Doyt I. Perry Field. (Newtphoto by Ed

MM)

KLEVER Jewelry

showdown with Denison
"I don't think you can play
just well enough to win You
have to be ready to play
every game." he said. "If
we don't put out against
Kenyon. we might as well
not look ahead to Denison
because we're sure to get
beat "
THE FALCONS have been
hit by a rash of injuries
Senior attackman Bill
Grimes, who Cochrane
labels BG's "Unieen
talent". is out for the
remainder of the season
with a shoulder injury He
was hurt in the win over
Ashland while diving for a
loose ball
Grimes' replacement will
be senior Jeff Woloshyn. a
transfer from Army He is
the team's second leading
scorer this season with nine
goals and five assists.
Co-capUin Cliff Holland,
who missed the Ashland
game with a pulled
hamstring, has been labeled
a "doubtful starter" by
Cochrane Sophomore John
Lum will replace him.

I
:

SC0TTI

I

MUFFLERS 1

Such company includes
the likes of Jerry Lynch.
Smokey Burgess and George
Crowe
"Last year I went up
trying to hil everything out
of the park." said the
reserve first baseman who
came to Cincinnati from the
Texas Rangers before the
1974 season "This year. I've
changed I've decided to try
and hit the ball more to all
fields
CROWLEY said he picked
that up from Willie Davis,
the ex-National League

batting champion who was
the American League's top
designated hitter last
season
They played
together at Baltimore.
Davis surveyed the
defense before he went to
the plate. Crowley said
"He'd see the way they were
playing him and then he'd
take advantage of it Really,
if there was a hole in the
defense, he would hit the
ball there." Crowley said
The 28-year-old Staten
Island. NY native has four
hits in a walk in his last six
at bat Mental preparation
throughout the game is a
must, he believes.
"I think about it all during
the game I'm always an
inning or two ahead I try to
figure out who I will hit for
and what the situation will
be. I try to think about the
pitcher I'll be facing "

HEY
PODNERS!
WEDNESDAY IS

$ DOLLAR DAY $
HAMBURGER PLATTER
-« pound frtshly ground purt bttf,
on toastsd stsamt swd bun,
frtnert fnts and coleslaw

$1.00
REG. Jl21
SAVF21«

300 EAST
WOOSTER ST.
GOOD ALL DAY
APRIL 30

However, he said, overanticipation can also be a
pinch hitter's worst enemy
"The tendancy is to be overanxious You have to try to
relax You tell youiself that
you are the best man for the
job at the time"

SALE
FIRST STORE WIDE SALE IN OUR
57 YEAR HISTORY
SALE STARTS 10:00 A.M. THURSDAY WITH
FREE GIFTS FOR EVERYONE THURS. MORNING
OPEN UNTIL 9:00 P.M. THUR.-FRI.-SAT.
CLOSE OUT ON FRATERNITY AND SORORITY
JEWELRY, UP TO 1/2 PRICE:
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
GAMMA PHI BETA BETA SIGMA PHI
ALPHA DELTA PI
KAPPA DELTA
BETA THETA PI
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
KAPPA SIGMA
PHI MU
ALPHI PHI
DELTA SIGMA THETA DELTA GAMMA
ALPHA XI DELTA
ALPHA PHI ALPHA DELTA ZETA
CHI OMEGA
ALPHA TAU OMEGA DELTA UPSILON
DELTA TAU DELTA
PHI DELTA THETA
SIGMA CHI
PHI KAPPA PSI
PHI KAPPA TAU
SIGMA NU
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON SIGMA PHI EPSILON THETA CHI
OMEGA PSI PHI
PHI MU ALPHA
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
ALPHA SIGMA PHI ZETA BETA TAU
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA
KAPPA PHI

DIAMOND 14K EARRINGS
**************

Send the FTD
Sweet Surprise
this Mother's Day.,

,06CT....Reg.
.10CT....Reg.
.25CT....Reg.
.50 CT....Reg.
1.00 CT....Reg.

3900
4900
9900
19900
44900

65.00
85.00
185.00
375.00
795.00

J

Crowley comes through
SAN FRANCISCO I API-Terry Crowley has come
through five times in his
first
10 pinch
hit
appearances this season and
is well on his way to joining
past Cincinnati Reds as
effective clutch men.

OFFERING ENTIRE STOCK OF DIAMOND
WATCHES-GIFTS IN '200.00 STOCK REDUCTION

Usually available
lor loss than

$1 coo-

lS

15 DIAMOND
WEDDING SET

LADIES
.46 CT 14 K YELLOW

W14KWAS550"

GOLD SOLITAIRE WAS 495"

349

299

$

$

As an independent
businessman, each
FTD Member Florist
sets his own prices.

Rock Ledge Manor
Sixth St. at S. College
2 BEDROOMS
2 FULL BATHS
FURNISHED AIR COND.
LARGE ROOMS 1 CLOSETS
SUMMER LEASES ONLY
We're Sold Out For Fall
Rei. Mgr. Apt. 2
333-3*41

...a lifllo extra crt'dil
for being at the top of her class.

LADIES 9 DIAMOND RING

The Sweet Surprise.'" a bouquet of colorful
flowers Or Sweet Surprise H. green plants
with floral accents. Each in an imported
ceramic keepsake. Your FTD Florist
will send almost anywhere, and most
accept major credit cards Order now.
(c li'i Floml. Tr.niae'ld D.ll..'.

"I ill Vour i:\TKA I' tl ( H

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

ANNOUNCES THE
WEDNESDAY NIGHT COKE®
SPECIAL - 2 FREE COKES
(for the asking) WJth the

Purchase of any Pizza
SO, CALL

352-5221
FOR FAST, HOT
FREE DELIVERY
Domino are the Pizza People, Period.

YELLOW GOLD WAS 37500

$229

MAN'S DIAMOND SOLITAIRE
RING YELLOW GOLD WAS 30000

$189

Klori.l'^

1TIME
ZOADIC
GIRARD
PERREGAUX
WATCHES
LADIES - MEN
^AND OTHER FAMOUS
NAME BRANDS
UP TO

50% OFF
WITH TRADE

Register for Free Ladies 350.00
6 Diamonds Ladies Ring to be given
Away on Last Day of Sale.

KLEVER JEWELRY
125 NORTH MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN,
BOWLING GREEN

353-6691

Golfers end title drought
By IMck Rees
Sports Editor

ing Ohio State's varsity
Monday was sweet revenge

It's been a long time
coming, but Bowling
Green's golf team finally
won a tournament.
It happened Monday when
the Falcon edged Ohio State
by one stroke in the MidAmerican Conference
(MAC) Invitational at
Oxford
The tournament was
supposed to consist of 36
holes, but hard rains the
night before forced the 15team field to play only 18
holes

"THIS IS a far different
group of golfers than after
the Falcon (Invitational)."
Piper said. "The feeling was
really good. Our players
knew Ohio State was
worried all day.
"One of our guys would
come in and an OSU player
would look at us and say
'What did you have?' and
they (OSU) couldn't believe
that someone was playing
with them."
This spring, Ohio State has
captured first place in the
Marshall Invitational, their
own Kepler Invitational and
the Purdue Invitational
They also finished second at
the Ashland Invitational.
The Buckeye "B" squad
finished second in the
Kepler in addition to
winning the Falcon Invi-

THAT WAS enough for the
BG linksters as they
recorded their first tourney
triumph since May, 1973
when they captured the
MAC championships.
Falcon coach John Piper
was elated over the win
which ended a season and a
half Falcon title drought
"I'm
immensely
pleased.'' Piper said. "This
is the breakthrough we've
been looking for We're
there now "
The MAC win came on the
heels of a one-stroke loss to
Ohio st.it.- s "B" team and
Kent State in last weekend's
Falcon Invitational Defeat-

Falcon golfer Jim Dockor blaiti out of a sand trap on tho 17th
hoU of tho Univortity golf courto in last wookond't Falcon
filffcf

Invitational
Invitational
pleated

Decker-! 79 wai BG'» high score in the MAC
Monday, but Falcon coach John Piper wat

with

tho

way

tho

tophomoro

hit

tho

ball.

(Nowiphoto by Jim Otborn)

Titans clobber hurlers
os Falcons lose twice
The TIMH made II ■
■weep yesterday with an 8-3
victory over the Falcon
baseball crew la Ibe second
game of yeiterday'i
eoubleheader.
Detroit scored three runt
la the second Inning, two In
the third and two more In
the sixth to hand BG Hi Mth
loti of the season against 18
wins
Joe Meyer hit a solo
homer la the first Inning for
the r'alcoat. and Kip Young
added a two-ma blast In the
fourth to account for BG'i
ran.
Dan Hebel, who went four
Innings on the mound,
absorbed the Iota for BG and
aaw hit record fall to 14.
By Terry Goodman
The University of Detroit
Titans took three young
Falcon hurlers back to the
classroom for a few lessons
yesterday
Detroii laced 16 hits
enroute to a 12-0 shellacking
ol BG in the first game of a

doubleheader at Warren E
Stellar Field.
Falcon coach Don Purvis
senl veleran righthander
Dan Hebel to the mound in
the night cap in an attempt
to gain a split with the
strong Titans 120-91
IN THE opener, the Titans
continually ripped Falcon
offerings with wooden and
aluminum clubs until every
pitcher had been touched for
four runs The victims of the
explosion were sophomore
starter and loser Gary Kite
11-1), freshman Mike
Oleksak and sophomore Dan
Hipsher
Mental errors and bloop
hits led to four runs in the
first two innings off Kite.
The Titans put it out of
reach in the third on Steve
Friedman's solo homer and
Joe Hlugerman's three-run
shot off Oleksak
Falcon bats were lamed to
five hits by Detroit's sharp
freshman Art Mach BG's
season record dropped to ISIS

Hole-in-one tournament
Bowling Green High School's Bobcat Booster Club is
sponsoring a hole-in one tournament this weekend at the
University driving range on Poe Road
There will be a $500 prize for a hole in-one. and additional
prizes for closest to the pin each day
The tourney will run from noon-io p.m. Friday. Saturday
and Sunday It will also bo held May 9-11

The opening performance
could have been a letdown
from the tough, close
defeats of last weekend But
Purvis did not use that as an
excuse
"WE DIDN'T hit, pitch or
field well,'1 said the HI;
skipper "This was the
poorest we've played all
year. We especially didn't
play (well > in the first
inning when we had two
throwing errors."
The slow start could have
been avoided in the opening
frame, as I'm vis noted The
Titans broke on top with
three runs, but they
shouldn't have scored
After a pair of singles had
put men on first and second,
a Titan chopped a bouncer
back to Kite He threw high
to second in a double-play
try for an error
A second chance followed
as Friedman rolled a
grounder to third baseman
Joe Meyer Another twinkilling chance was spoiled
when Meyer fired to the
plate for one out. but
catcher Larry Owen's relay
to first struck Friedman in
the back A bases-loaded
walk and a two-run single
followed and Detroit was off
and running.
The only inning in which
the visitors failed to plate a
runner was the fourth
Detroit had six extra-base
hits in the rout.

tational.

BG's team total of 374
topped Ohio State, which
finished at 375. Notre Dame,
Illinois State. Miami. Ball
State and Ohio University
followed in the top half of
the field
Team consistency paved
the way for the Falcon
triumph Freshman Gary
Treater had a 74. and Ken
Walters, John Miller. Mark
McConnell and Dave Bastel
all posted 75's Jim Decker
rounded out the BG lineup
with a 79.
"There's that team consistency that we've got to
have-at least 75 or lower
instead of 77. 78 or lower,"
Piper said. "I think the
players had recovered from
the one-stroke loss and they
put forth their best effort."
THE FALCON mentor
had words of praise for

The BG New

Bastel. who was playing in
his first major tournament
for the Falcon varsity
"Bastel made a big difference He was the first one
in. and his 75 picked up
everyone's spirits." Piper
said. "Dave is confident
He's hitting the ball well,
and he wasn't awed at all by
the experience He just went
out and played well."
Piper also said that Miller
hit the ball better than he
has all spring, but slow
greens hampered the freshman's putting.
"The rain made the
greens very slow, and John
had trouble putting." he
said. "All of our guys prefer
'fast' greens, so if we get
some better weather, our
putting confidence should
rise."
The BG tutor was also
pleased with Decker's per-

formance despite the sophomore's 79
"JIM HIT THE ball much
better." Piper explained
"But he made a bad mental
error on 16 and knocked his
drive into a creek, and also
three-putted two greens
when he had long, tough
putts to make."
The win gives the Falcons
a 56-14-3 record based on
tourney finishes this spring
It also gives BG a spot in
this weekend's Northern
Intercollegiate tournament
at Ann Arbor. Mich. The
Northern tourney is a twoday. 72-hole affair, and
features some of the
midwest's premiere link
squads
Well be going to the
Northern with a bead of
steam." Piper said.
"instead of going in trying to
prove ourselves."
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Falcon passing game sparkles
By Dick Rees
Sports Editor
Dave Preston was absent,
along with the wind and the
cold, so the Falcon football
team decided to test its
passing game in last Saturday's scrimmage
Two weeks ago. extreme
cold and winds prevented
the gridders from doing
much passing As a result,
the ground attack did much
of the labor during that
scrimmage and passed its
test with Hying colors.
With Preston. Bowling
Green's top runner,
watching from the sidelines
last Saturday with six
stitches in his chin, the
Falcon running game was
stymied much of the
morning by a stingy defense
BUT WHEN BG went
airborne, which it did often,
success prevailed.
"We decided to throw
more today." Falcon head
coach Don Nehlen said after
the two-hour scrimmage "I
was very pleased with the
quarterbacking. It did get
better "
First-team general Mark
Miller connected on 10 of 17

tosses for 147 yards and two
touchdowns Both scoring
strikes went to split end
Chuck Lindsey and covered
42 and 28 yards respectively.
TIGHT END Ron Stephan
also was a major target. He
hauled in three passes for a
total of 48 yards
With Preston missing,
fullback Dan Saleet did most
of the ball carrying for the
first team The sophomore
galloped for 69 yards in nine
attempts and crossed the
goal line twice.

Sophomore Mike Booth
and Steve Kuehl provided
the fireworks for the second
offensive unit Booth started
the scrimmage playing wide
receiver and caught two of
the three successful passes
thrown by Bill Eyssen.
Eyssen was only three of
eight for 14 yards while
directing the second unit.
Booth then went to quarterback and things began to
happen
Booth directed the
Falcons on drives of 62 and
60 yards in the last two pos-

Women's sailing team
qualifies for nationals
Bowling Green's women's
sailing team qualified for
national competition last
weekend during eliminations
at Notre Dame.
Eight teams competed for
three spots in the national
finals set for Chicago in
June.
Wooster College placed
first. Notre Dame was
second and BG placed third
SKIPPERS

Peggy

Ehrenfried named pro
at University course
Mike Ehrenfried. former assistant golf professional at
Seneca Hills Golf Club in Tiffin, has been named head
professional at the University golf course. Athletic Director
Dick Young announced yesterday.
Ehrenfried. 25, will assist golf course manager Bob
Dudley with the operation of the 18-hole layout He will also
be in charge of individual and group lessons
HE GRADUATED from Tiffin Columbian High School in
1967 and earned his bachelor's degree from the University in
1971
Ehrenfried served as a graduate assistant basketball
coach for the Falcons this past winter while working on his
master's degree

The Brothers of

Delaney. Donna Sink and
Stephane WbiUcare piloted
the Falcon unit to victories,
aided by crew members
Paula Richardson and Catby
Ford
The BG men's sailing
team finished second in last
weekend's
Mid-American
Conference championships
held at Miami University.
Miami finished first, and
Toledo University placed
third
Skippers for the men's
team -were Mike Fahley.
Tom Bedenk and Neil
Partridge. Crew members
were Ken Chapman. Tim
Blaser. Dan Deighton and Al
Freeman

sessions. He hit five of seven
passes for 94 yards and one
touchdown
KUEHL WAS on the receiving end of four passes
for 78 yards These grabs
included a 35-yard catch that
set up a one-yard touchdown
smash by Tony Venditti
Freshman split end
Dorian Benning scored the
second team's other
touchdown on a 16-yard pass
from Booth
Although Nehlen was
pleased with his passing
game, there was another
area that impressed him
more-hitting
"THERE WAS better hit
ting out there today." he
said "I was pleased with
the hitting more than
anything else.
"Some of our younger
guys on defense are learning
what it's all about." Nehlen
said. "I was impressed
because 1 saw some people
getting hit."
The first-team defense,
going against the second

offensive unit, was outstanding
Tackle Cory
Cunningham and linebacker
Jamie Hall recovered
fumbles, and all-league
standouts Dave Brown and
Bill Whidden continued to
excel on the defensive line
The second-team offense
attempted to run 31 times,
but only accumulated 47
yards.

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES
NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER AND
FALL-HOUSES &
APARTMENTS
Rental Office
1163 Napoleon Rd.
PH. 352-9378
CHERRY HILL
VILLAGE
Rental Office
853 Napoleon Rd.
PH. 352-6248

look for your
WEAL balloon
today!
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BGSU SPRING
FOOTBALL GAME
Saturday • May 3 • 1:30 p.m.
Doyt L. Perry Field

PHI KAPPA TAU
WISH TO C0NGRA TULA TE
Their New Actives.

Congratulations
to the new ADPi
Actives:
Muffie Bishop
Peg Delaney
Annette Dickerscheid
Diane Polena
Best Wishes from the
ADPi Sisters!

KEN BEDDOWS
MIKE LANDERS
BILL SNOWDEN
STEVE BAGLEY
LES FAIRCHILD
TIM KEMPER
MARK KOEHLER
DICK SMITH
JEFF SCOTT
MIKE WISE

■Congratulations,
THE BROTHERS

TICKETS AT THE GATE
Student!
Adultf

.50
M.OO

BE THERE!

